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upright leg of the T. Round notches in the rocker to

match pins in the tread prevent the former from getting

out of place in operation. This method of raising and

lowering the leaders is remarkably satisfactory, because

with the hammer properly located in the leaders (lust

level with the end sills) they are so nicely balanced that

with the use of very little power they can be started from

either the horizontal or vertical position, and once started

they will continue their motion, reaching the opposite po-

sition without ,iar. The rocker, instead of being a true

circle, is slightly ﬂattened, with the result that if the

leaders were left to assume a normal position they would

remain on an incline. Therefore, when they are started

either down or up it is necessary to give them a suflicient
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motion so that the momentum will just carry them to

their proper position. When the leaders are lowered, the

hammer is drawn up until it comes opposite the platform,

and is thus given support because the platform at that

time has its lower edge resting on the deck.

The points of great value accomplished by this design

are that the leaders are so nicely balanced that they can

be raised and lowered without making any outside hitches,

and when lowered they are so far back on the car that

the ends do not overhang, and thus prevent coupling with

box cars.

The swinging of the deck is accomplished by operating

pinions which engage the circular racks attached to this

intermediate deck. There is one short section of circular

rack at each end of the intermediate deck, and at the cen-

ter is a complete circle by which the deck can be swung

clear around. So long as the ends are over this interme-

diate deck they are partly supported and enabled to move

freely by rollers, but after swinging clear of these, the

deck is balanced by the proper arrangement of the load.

The pinlons for swinging the deck are operated by ratchet

levers.

Another railway pile-driver, of quite different

construction, is shown in Fig. 10. The car framing

is of oak, well trussed, and mounted on a pair of

steel trucks.

of the car, and the horizontal bed of the steel

leader truss projects normally 7 ft. beyond the

car. This truss can be run ahead so as to drive

plies 16 ft. in advance of the car, and can be

swung round at right angles to the track, but it is

entirely independent of the engine and boiler,

which are permanently attached to the car

framing. Mounted upon the truss is a hand

hoist, which can be used for raising and lowering

the leaders, hauling on piles to hold them upright,

etc.

The leaders are pivoted to the brackets on the

short posts on the end of the leader truss. In ar-

ranging the machine for transportation, the stay

rods are detached from the top of the leaders and

lowered to an approximately horizontal position.

The leaders swing backward to a. horizontal posis

tion, the head-frame resting on the cross-piece at

the rear end of the truss. The lower end, below

the pivot, projects in front of the truss, the beams

~of which, as already noted, project 7 ft. in front

of the car. A ﬂat car must therefore be coupled

to the pile-driver to enable it to be coupled into a.

train. The machine, however, is self-propelling,

and can travel at a speed of about five miles per

hour, so that while working it does not require the

